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data scientists /  
data consultants  
join inspari today

a great job  
with significant content

 
 
At Inspari, we are on a mission to improve decisions for everyone through people and data. And we would like for you to join
us. If you share our love of data and our commitment to explore the endless possibilities when combining new and well-
established technologies and concepts, you have come to the right place.  
 
To meet the great demand from our customers, we are looking for more consultant colleagues with experience in machine learning and AI –
of course always focusing on creating value for our customers.

As one of Denmark’s most sought-after consultancies within BI & Analytics, we offer our specialist knowledge about Microsoft-based
data platform solutions to ambitious companies striving to improve their decision-making power.

In short, we enable our customers to gain insight into their business by uniting people, data and business in areas such as modern BI,
data platform, machine learning & AI, IoT analytics, embedded analytics and CFO data advisory. You will be part of a strong team of
colleagues who work together to create, implement, grow and support modern data platform solutions in some of the most exciting
and visionary companies.

Your job is to identify and create solutions that will help our customers gain valuable insight into their often scattered and noisy data.
You will participate in all project phases - from analysis, design, development and testing to deployment based on Inspari’s methods.
You will have delivery responsibilities on selected projects and through professional coaching and sparring of our clients, you will have
constant focus on strengthening their solutions.
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do you see yourself 
in these sentences?

A background within Economics, BI, engineering, physics, math or similar.

Hands-on experience with implementing value-creating AI/ML solutions in
areas such as churn, predictive maintenance, sales/demand forecasting,
recommendation engines, NLP, image classification or similar.

Experience with common ML languages/tools such as python, R, Azure
ML, DataRobot, Tensorflow, Alteryx, Databricks etc. – and perhaps a
willingness to migrate to the most relevant tools for our clients.

The ability to identify AI/ML possibilities at clients, establish business
cases, scope projects and ensure great implementation.

Passionate about creating business value through AI/ML rather than
nerding out algorithms.

if you don’t already 
know inspari...

apply 
in lystrup 

Your current job title is not important to us. If you have a solid understanding of the data needs of the modern data consumers and a
passion for creating business value, we are sure you will fit in.

Today, you are considered a true team player with individual qualities. You are proactive, attentive and outgoing, and you easily
understand complex business relationships and translate those into solutions creating business value based on the right information
architecture.

About you:

If you have knowledge about or experience with classic data warehousing and/or leading front-end tools such as Microsoft Power BI,
Tableau or Qlik, we are in luck.

… please look forward to doing so. We look forward to giving you a warm welcome. At Inspari, we are extremely aware that our
success is based on our employees’ amazing abilities to take responsibility.

From day 1, you will be introduced to your Buddy - a great colleague, who will help you settle in your everyday life at the office and be
your go-to-person especially during your first months with us. We encourage you to be an active part of our culture - both during and
outside working hours. Besides the more formal activities such as DHL, our amazing Inspari Summit & Christmas Party and of course
the Summer Party, we also do various tastings, SUP, biking, skeet shooting or just a quiet get-together on a Friday afternoon. Please
do get excited about being part of our unique Heartwork culture.

(https://www.inspari.com/about-(https://www.inspari.com/about-
inspari/heartwork-culture/?inspari/heartwork-culture/?
__hstc=164969824.9e712980b0d41a8e53088186bd6cc718.1550829551592.1550829551592.1550829551592.__hstc=164969824.9e712980b0d41a8e53088186bd6cc718.1550829551592.1550829551592.1550829551592.

Life in InspariLife in Inspari R

Send us your application and CV already now. Your application will be handled with confidentiality and read with sincere interest and
curiosity.

For further information regarding the job, please contact Ann Brahe-Orlandi, Recruitment Partner, at abra@inspari.dk / +45 51 51 87
89. 
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